Hear Admiral Byrd
On October 15
A great opportunity to see this gallant American enjoy the thrilling story of his adventure in little America, and view the wonderful motion pictures of the exploring party in action. A rare treat none can afford to miss!

Admiral Byrd in Person on October 15th
UNIVERSITY GYMNASIUM
8:00 P. M.
SEASON TICKETS SOLD ONLY TO CAPACITY OF GYM
THE UNIVERSITY LUCEUM COURSES PRESENT FOUR OTHER OUTSTANDING NUMBERS
DUNWORTH, THE MAGICIAN
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3
A program by a master of the art of mystery.

CAREVTH WELLS “My Six Years in the Malay Jungles”
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7
Motion pictures of exceptional interest, and a story by a lecturer without peer, presented in a humors manner which seems truer than fiction.

MARIE HEALY and THE COMBINED GLEE CLUBS OF THE UNIVERSITY
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4
Miss Healy is destined to attain great heights on the concert platform and in opera. A New Hampshire artist appearing on an "All New Hampshire" program with the University Glee Clubs.

PERRY GRANGER, World Famous Pianist
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4
Artist, composer and writer—Perry Granger fits each role perfectly. A rare musical treat for the University audience.

New VERSE CONTEST FOR ALL COLLEGES
Harper Brothers to Publish New Anthology of American Verse—All Students Eligible to Enter
In May of the coming year Harper Brothers will publish a new anthology of American verse. Every college in the country is eligible to be represented in this book, two poems from each college will be included. The poems must not be longer than thirty lines and the authors must be students at the colleges and universities from which the poems are submitted. The names of the authors must be forwarded to the address indicated below by the first day of July, 1930. Harper Brothers will be responsible for getting any poems which, through delay by the college, fail to be received at the indicated address. The three numbers is a lecture by Carl Van Doren, Emeritus Professor at Yale. (Continued on Page 3)

Additions Affected All New Colleages

Colleges Add New Teachers

H. C. Woodworth
Tells Talks Over WZB

H. C. Woodworth, Professor of the Department of Agriculture—Local Experts to Co-Operate in Two Week Unitals
Experts to Co-Operate in Two Week Unitals

EXETER HEADMASTER ON CONVO PROGRAM

EXETER HEADMASTER ON CONVO PROGRAM

OTHER SPEAKERS OR PROGRAM INCLUDE:

Miss Eunice Sawyer, of Keene Normal School; Stephen P. Perry, Superintendent of Public Instruction of New Hampshire; Henry Addington of the University of New Hampshire; and John E. Stimson, Professor of History and Why in Three Dimensions.
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EDITORIALS
In hurried dashes to eight o’clock, the excitement of football games, and Además, a 2022-2023 academic year begins in all seriousness with convincing results. We are apt to forget, perhaps, that the most important educational institution in the world which most of us attend is the University of New Hampshire.

The University Extension Service, in cooperation with the regular faculty, reaches many more people than any other division of the University, regardless of the number of students who take its courses. Therefore, in this issue of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE we are presenting a few stories illustrating what an extension course can do.

We have included three articles on the subject ofExtension Service courses taken at New Hampshire, and the third article, by Nelson Terry, is on the Extension Service in general.

We hope that you will enjoy these articles and that you will be encouraged to take courses in the Extension Service. It is impossible to estimate the value of the knowledge and training that you may acquire from such courses, but it is certain that you will find them useful and enjoyable.

--The Editors

EDITORIALS


to the late Mr. and Mrs. Constance F. Miller, who have contributed $5,000 to the University for the purchase of a new building for the School of Music.

The President, the Board of Trustees, and the faculty of the University extend their congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Miller on this generous gift.

At an informal meeting of the Board of Trustees, it was unanimously voted that the new building be named the Miller Music Memorial Building.

The Board also voted that the new building be completed as soon as possible, and that the dedication ceremony be held on the first day of the new academic year.

The President, the Board of Trustees, and the faculty of the University are deeply grateful to Mr. and Mrs. Miller for their generosity and their faith in the future of the University.

--The Administration

The University of New Hampshire takes pride in presenting the following feature articles:

1. "The Wildcat" by John F. O'Neill
2. "The Critic" by C. M. Walker
3. "The Critic" by C. M. Walker

These articles are written by students of the University of New Hampshire and reflect the spirit and values of the University.

--The Editors
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LADY RAY

The Critic

By C. M. Walker

Here we are at the beginning of school year and, upon reflection, we are a little bit late for last year. Under a new administration, the University has taken over the job of being the voice of the student body. We are pleased to report that there are two plans of textbooks of which the writer of the text is going to be informed, or has in information at all.

The first plan is the "New Hampshire" plan, where the publisher is going to do all the work of selecting books and the student body has the benefit of the results. Publishers of textbooks allow each school to determine the price of books and the student body has the benefit of the results.

The second textbook plan is not selected by the student body, but by the instructors. The only criticism that the writer has is that they are not in agreement on the selection of textbooks.

The University of New Hampshire, therefore, the writer requests the publishers to supply the needs of the class.

On all other matters, the student body is not satisfied. We will never pass the University Club Dance unless it is for a good cause.

E. B. MAGRATH

Treasurer and Business Manager, THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

PUBLISHED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, DURHAM, N. H.

LEGAL POSTAGE: Entered at the New Hampshire Post Office at Durham, N. H., as Second Class Mail.

EDITORIALS

In hurried dashes to eight o’clock, the excitement of football games, and...
At the first meeting of the Menorah society for this year, Nat White, '31, leader of a campus orchestra, was elected president. He succeeded David Palmer, '32, who was president of the society for the past year. President White will be assisted by Miss Marguerite Keeney, '32, vice-president; Herbert Gordon, '31, treasurer; Joe L. Frances, '31, secretary; and Saul Feldman, record keeper.

The group discussed a program for the coming year, after which a social program was enjoyed.

---

**DURHAM'S SHARpest RESTAURANT**

**THE COLLEGE INN**

Discontinue and Supper Music by

CHOE HOWE AND HIS COLLEGE INN BAND

EVERYTHING TO MAKE THIS WORLD A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE IN ANTIQUE AND MODERN FURNITURE

E. ANTON

30-38 Third St., Dover, N. H.

---

**DRESSES**

**COATS**

**HATS**

**SERVICE SHOP**

Helen Wiggins Emsry

Rooms 33-38 Masonic Hill

DOVER, N. H.

---

**CARDOTIS**

NEW TEA AND LUNCHEON ROOM

DOVER, N. H.

---

**Stratford National Bank, Dover, N. H.**

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

A. B. A. Travelers' Checks for Sale

ARThUR R. WATSON JEWELER

2 Third St., Dover, N. H.

Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairing

E. R. McClintock JEWELER

Headquar ters for Grand Warrants, Knights and Masonic Wreath Rings.

Registered Proprietor, Dover, N. H.

Durham Shoe Repairing Co. Blue and Black Reparing Shop

Dover, N. H.

---

**HAM'S**

**MARKET**

**PROVISIONS**

Fruits and Vegetables in Their Season

Telephone 57-58, Durham, N. H.

---

**Memorial Society Elects Nat White As President**

At the first meeting of the Menorah society for this year, Nat White, '31, leader of a campus orchestra, was elected president. He succeeded David Palmer, '32, who was president of the society for the past year. President White will be assisted by Miss Marguerite Keeney, '32, vice-president; Herbert Gordon, '31, treasurer; Joe L. Frances, '31, secretary; and Saul Feldman, record keeper.

The group discussed a program for the coming year, after which a social program was enjoyed.

---

**Again Sheaffer's are first in America's Colleges**

The business, professional and college people of America have definitely marked Sheaffer's as their pen. Sheaffer's outuld all others; amongAmerica's hundred leading colleges, each registerting 1,700 or more students, Sheaffer's are first in sales.

You'll agree that Sheaffer's popularity is deserved when you try a Sheaffer's Balance Life-time. Do that! Choose the point exactly suited to your hand. Feel the real rhythm and balance of a perfectly balanced pen, writing with the joy in your hand that will make Sheaffer's your Lifetime pen.

---

**Sheaffer's Five and Fifty-Dollar Sets**

THE ONLY genuine Lifetime® pen is Sheaffer's; do not be deceived! All Sheaffer pens are guaranteed against defects, but Sheaffer's Bal ance® is the finest writing, ink-flowing, and balance-producing pen made. Those who claim that other pens are genuine imitation Sheaffer's are cheating you. Some pens are only a pretense of a genuine pen with the Sheaffer name to sell a cheap product. Sheaffer's Five and Fifty-Dollar Sets are genuine Sheaffer's pens and can be identified by the Sheaffer name.

---

**For Quick Reference**

all on one convenient cards, postcards, places, names, numbers, dates, etc.

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE
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---

**Research finding answers to the external x = 1, keep steps in the Bell System with the new industrial viewpoint**

The joy in working out studies in development is shared by many. Results are reached by group effort. Striving to­gether, the mature engineer, his younger assistants, each contributes to the final solution of the problem.

---

**BELL SYSTEM**

---

**Wanted! Bell Engineers with College Training, especially in the fields of electronics, telephone switching and cable engineering**, for positions with Bell System companies in the Southern and Southeastern regions of the United States. The field of telephone engineering presents exceptional opportunities for men with these educational backgrounds. Engineers with college training, especially in electrical engineering, are particularly needed in the Southern and Southeastern regions. Engineers with college training, especially in electrical engineering, are particularly needed in the Southern and Southeastern regions. Engineers with college training, especially in electrical engineering, are particularly needed in the Southern and Southeastern regions. Engineers with college training, especially in electrical engineering, are particularly needed in the Southern and Southeastern regions. Engineers with college training, especially in electrical engineering, are particularly needed in the Southern and Southeastern regions. Engineers with college training, especially in electrical engineering, are particularly needed in the Southern and Southeastern regions. Engineers with college training, especially in electrical engineering, are particularly needed in the Southern and Southeastern regions. Engineers with college training, especially in electrical engineering, are particularly needed in the Southern and Southeastern regions.

---

**King's Lunch**

For the enjoyment of all who appreciate a good tavern atmosphere. Open every day.

---

**Again Sheaffer's are first in America's Colleges**

The business, professional and college people of America have definitely marked Sheaffer's as their pen. Sheaffer's outuld all others; amongAmerica's hundred leading colleges, each registerting 1,700 or more students, Sheaffer's are first in sales.

You'll agree that Sheaffer's popularity is deserved when you try a Sheaffer's Balance Life-time. Do that! Choose the point exactly suited to your hand. Feel the real rhythm and balance of a perfectly balanced pen, writing with the joy in your hand that will make Sheaffer's your Lifetime pen.
COLLEGES ADD NEW TEACHERS

The following faculty additions have been announced by several colleges:

- The University of Illinois has appointed William R. Stewart as an associate professor in the Department of Botany.
- The University of California has named John A. Brown as a professor of economics.
- The University of Michigan has selected Charles H. Brown as a professor of chemistry.

LEARNED ADDRESSES BROADCAST WEEKLY

Professor Stephen F. Dragoon, director of the Institute of International Education, has announced the following weekly addresses:

- Dragoon's first address will be broadcast at 2:00 p.m. on October 8, discussing the role of the United Nations.
- The next address, at 2:00 p.m. on October 15, will focus on the history of the League of Nations.

KAPPA DELTA PI SELECTS COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMS

At a meeting of Kappa Delta Pi, the national educational honor society, the following committee was selected to draw up programs for future meetings:

- Chairman: Dr. John A. Brown
- Members: Mary A. Smith, William R. Stewart, and Charles H. Brown

HILL AND DALEERS TO RUN HARVARD

The Harvard Hill and Daleers have announced the following changes for the upcoming season:

- The team will be coached by William R. Stewart, who has taken over from John A. Brown.
- The team will play its first game on November 1, against the University of Michigan.

The Library has added the following periodicals to its collection:

- The American Historical Review
- The Journal of Educational Research

Dr. Marianna Taylor, well-known social worker, will address woman students on November 15, focusing on the role of women in modern society.

The Future of Educational Research: A Symposium

A symposium on the future of educational research will be held on November 25, featuring contributions from leading scholars in the field.

Hank and Sue

Hank and Sue, the two popular campus figures, will be the subjects of a new series of articles in the weekly campus newspaper.

The Beaulieu Coffee Pot Supplies, or when you need the extra quantity of ink a Chil­

ominate your school, and you'll virtually get two Pens for the same price! Guaranteed for Life

The Parkers and Friends

The Parker Pen Company, manufacturers of the world's finest pens, has added two new models: the Model 45 and the Model 60.

Select your dining hall with great care. Much of the success of your college year will depend on your eating habits.

When you need a Lefax or National note­

ALWAYS ORDER FROM THE PARKER PEN COMPANY, JANESVILLE, WIS.

Pocket Pen

Chesterfield has a policy—give smokers what they want: MILDNESS—the wholly natural mildness of tobaccos that are without harshness or bitterness.
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Advice to Freshmen—

—on first appearance before the Dean. Don't tell him any funny stories . . . he'll never hear them all . . . Don't talk much . . .

Don't lean on his desk in your usual familiar manner.

Don't go without a suit.

Clothes . . . for after all, if you want to make a good impression, you should dress like a gentleman.

The college dining halls are equipped with all the latest appliances and are regularly inspected by the University Health Department.

When you need a Lefax or National note­

THE PLACIO TO BUYY

Football and Gym Equipment

OAKES BRO 우리 BROthers, SWACERS

BASS SHOES FOR WOMEN

U.S. SNACKERS

PHOENIX HERITAGE

UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC STORE

Phone 96

"Peter" Hatch, Mgr.

Select your dining hall with great care. Much of the success of your college year will depend on your eating habits.

The University Dining Hall is equipped with all the latest appliances and is regularly inspected by the University Health Department.

When you need a Lefax or National note­

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

When you need a Lefax or National note­

THE PLACE TO BUY

Football and Gym Equipment

OAKES BROthers. SWACERS

BASS SHOES FOR WOMEN

U.S. SNACKERS

PHOENIX HERITAGE

UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC STORE

Phone 96

"Peter" Hatch, Mgr.

Select your dining hall with great care. Much of the success of your college year will depend on your eating habits.

The University Dining Hall is equipped with all the latest appliances and is regularly inspected by the University Health Department.

When you need a Lefax or National note­

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Select your dining hall with great care. Much of the success of your college year will depend on your eating habits.

The University Dining Hall is equipped with all the latest appliances and is regularly inspected by the University Health Department.

When you need a Lefax or National note­

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE